Artemovsky Rudnik Joint Stock Company

INVESTMENT MEMORANDUM
ARTEMOVSKY RUDNIK JSC

Moscow, May 2019

Reconstruction and commissioning of Lysogorsky gold mine based on the reserves of
Lysogorskoye gold ore deposit with ore processing at own gold mill and manufacturing of
finished products – Dore bars, followed by processing at the refinery for production of
chemically pure gold for its sales and making profit.
Reconstruction of the mine and construction of the gold mill is part of the program for the
development of gold ore cluster in the south of Krasnoyarsk territory.

Reconstruction of mine and construction of infrastructure facilities
Commissioning of the mine
Design and construction of the gold mill
Launch of the gold mill
Achieving design capacity

– 2019 – 2020
– Q3 2020
– 2018 – 2020
– Q3 2020
– 2021

Mining of commercial reserves of Lysogorsk Gold Ore Deposit is assumed for 10 years with ore
processing at own Lysogorsk gold mill. Thanks to reserve increment during operational
exploration and transfer of resources into commercial reserves the mine age is estimated to be at
least 20 years.
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Company

Artemovsky Rudnik Joint Stock Company

Established in

2016

Country of incorporation

Russian Federation

Certificate of registration

Series 24 No. 006338335, OGRN 1162468090025

Form of ownership

Private

Core activity

Mining of non-ferrous and precious ores

Company shareholders

Geo-Sistema JSC, prevailing interest (over 96%)

Authorized capital

100,300,000 rub. Fully formed.

Company manager

Manager Vadim F. Nikolaychuk

Registered office

Office 218, 62 Karl Marx st., 660049 Krasnoyarsk, Krasnoyarsk
territory

Postal address

Office 714, 2a Leninsky ave., 119049 Moscow

Artemovsky Rudnik JSC was established in 2016 in order to continue development of Lysogorskoye lode gold deposit,
which previously had been developed by Minex Resources JSC for 10 years.
In the process of the second additional issue of shares of Artemovsky Rudnik JSC at one billion roubles (100 m shares 10
rub. each), assets of Minex Resources JSC (geological information, licenses and permits, design documentation, mine
workings, roads, infrastructure, etc., and the subsoil license reissued in accordance with the current Russian laws) were
contributed to the company’s capital after independent valuation as payment for the above issue.
On 11 August 2017, the report on placement of shares was registered by the Russian Central Bank as established by the
law.
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Geo-Sistema JSC
> 96%

Artemovsky Rudnik JSC

100%

Minex Resources JSC

Lysogorskoye lode gold deposit
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Company

Geo-Sistema Joint Stock Company

Established in

2006

Country of incorporation

Russian Federation

Certificate of registration

Series 77 No. 008623729

Form of ownership

Private

Core activity

Management of financial industrial groups

Company shareholders

NovartisProm LLC, Cartex LLC, Geo-Project LLC, management,
etc.

Authorized capital

191,140,011 rub. Fully formed.

Company manager

Manager Victoria V. Arkharova

Registered office

2a Leninsky ave., 119049 Moscow

Postal address

Office 714, 2a Leninsky ave., 119049 Moscow
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The license block is located in the territory
of Kuragino district of Krasnoyarsk
territory.
The deposit located 2.5 km to the west of
Abakan-Taishet railway.
There is relatively high density of
population, developed network of
settlements, railways and motorways, and
power transmission lines in the area
bordering the deposit.

The area of the license block is 5.34
sq.km.
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7

Mt. Lysaya

The area of the license block is 5.34 km2
Motorway
Railroad

Unpaved road

Outline of Lysogorsky license area with projection of ore blocks
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Lysogorskoye deposit is located within south-western spurs of Eastern Sayan in the catchment of the
river Dzheb 2.5 km westwards of Abakan-Taishet railway and 7 km north-westwards (in a straight
line) of Artemovsk. The area climate is severely continental, with cold snowy winter and short warm
and rainy summer.
The area bordering on the deposit is a developed centre of mining industry with relatively high
density of population, with numerous settlements, developed network of railways, motorways, and
power transmission lines.
The labour pool of the towns of Artemovsk, Krasnokamensk, settlements of Chibizhek, Koshurnikovo
and Irba have predominantly mining and related professions.
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Abakan-Taishet
motor and rail
roads

In the foreground - regional motor and
rail roads, in the background industrial site

Construction of approach road to
Lysogorsky mine
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The workings of Lysogorsky mine are in good condition

Portal of adit No. 52

Ore pile at level 650 m

Samples of ore crossings and broken ore piles
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Geological exploration works, 2016

Маркшейдерская привязка пробуренной скважины
Exploration works, 2010

Rich ore section in the well core

Ore of Lysogorskoye deposit in the core
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Ore vein, crosscut 4, level 650 m

Ore vein, crosscut 19, level 650 m
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Ore vein, crosscut 14, level 650 m

Broken ore pile, adit 13, level 650 m
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There are two types of ore bodies known at Lysogorskoye deposit: quartz veins with
sulphides, making tension joints, and intensive streaking zones controlled by cleavage
cracks.

There are 34 veinlike ore bodies opened at the deposit in total. The majority of them have
north-eastern striking and dip towards south-east at angles 25-45°.
The ore bodies have relatively extended dimensions along the strike up to 120-300 m and
down dip (20-300 m).

The ore-free gaps between the ore bodies are 70-100 m.
The thickness of ore bodies is generally small and varies from 0.2-0.6 to 1.8-3.8 m, making
0.85 m on average.
Increase in thickness of ore bodies can be noted in the areas of their jointing with narrow
veinlets of other directions.
The hydrogeological conditions of the deposit are simple, small amount of water getting into
mine workings flows out through the adits to the surface.
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Mt. Lysaya

Adit No. 54

Adit No. 53

Adit No. 52
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The main industrial component is gold.
During processing of ore of Lysogorskoye deposit from bulk concentrate produced
at Artemovskaya gold mill, silver and copper were extracted, therefore, in addition
to gold, silver and copper were also registered in the State Reserve Register as
associated components
By their mineral composition, the ores belong to gold-sulphide formation. Gold in
the ores is localized in quartz, pyrite, copper pyrite, fahl ores, and may occur as
well in association with ferric hydroxides.
Fineness of gold varies from 770 to 940. Gold distribution is non-uniform, its
maximum concentrations are confined to commissure of shear fractures of various
orientation.
Metal content in individual samples varies from tenths to hundreds of grams per 1
t. It varies in the blocks from 5 to 23 g/t, averaging at 9.9 g/t for the deposit
overall.
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1960
Until 1968

V.M. Zhuravlev discovered Lysogorskoye gold ore deposit.

Geological survey of Lysogorskoye deposit from the surface. The
works were performed by Sayanskaya searching and surveying
party using the funds and at the initiative of Artemovsky mine and
Yeniseyzoloto association. The exploration resulted in measured
10 tons of category C2 reserves.

1968

Driving of adit No. 52 for the purposes of detailed exploration
and operation of the deposit was started.

1974

Development of the deposit was started.

Until 1987

Sibzolotorazvedka surveying company performed additional
exploration of the deposit , which results underlay estimation of
the reserves approved by the Central Commission for Reserves on
29.12.1988.
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Scope of exploration works performed until 1988
No.

Description of works

Unit

Work scope

1

Underground drilling

m

63,354

2

Driving underground mine workings

m

19,215

3

Surface drilling

m

27,541

4

Bulk sampling in 1976

t

501

5

Process sampling in 1987

кg

1,126

For the period of operation from 1974 to 1995
2,434 kg of gold were produced at Lysogorskoye
deposit with average gold content 8.2 g/t.
2,434 kg
10,438 kg

Mined in 1974-1995
Reserved to be developed as per
approved project
Reserves and resources to be
developed at the next stages

30,064 kg
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2008

Minex Resources OJSC obtained license КРР 01906 БР with designation
purpose of Exploration and mining of ore gold at Lysogorskoye deposit

2009

Minex Resources OJSC developed and agreed a project for additional
exploration of the deposit.

2009 - 2010

12 wells were drilled with overall scope of 1,715.3 m the operational
increment of reserves by category С2 amounted to 2,341.6 kg. The
performed works also showed a potential for presence of not only venous
but inferred stockwork mineralization, previously omitted during
exploration of Lysogorskoye deposit.

2011

2015

Competent person’s report was prepared with estimation of resources by
JORC code which amounted to: Indicated resources – 6,443 kg; Inferred
resources – 46,331 kg. A package of engineering surveys was completed at
the site of Lysogorsky mine.

Commencement of design works for reconstruction of Lysogorsky mine.
Additional engineering survey was undertaken completed at the site of
Lysogorsky mine. Public hearing was held regarding planned activities within the
project scope. Development of design documentation “Reconstruction of
Lysogorsky mine based on the reserves of Lysogorskoye gold ore deposit” was
completed.
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2016

Positive opinion was obtained from Glavgosekspertiza of Russia and Territorial
Commission for Development of Solid Commercial Mineral of the Central Siberian
District for design documentation of Lysogorsky mine. Process sampling of ore
with the weight of 1.6 t was performed. NVP Tsentr-ESTAgeo LLC started
performing process surveys and development of the operating procedure.
Exploration works were performed in the central part of the deposit with surface
drilling. Operational increment by category С1 amounted to 504 kg.
In July 2016, a new legal entity – Artemovsky Rudnik JSC was formed, with all
assets of Lysogorskoye deposit contributed to the capital of the company which
continued development of the deposit.

2017

Development of operating procedure for processing of ore of Lysogorskoye
deposit was completed.
A contract was signed with ЕМС-mining LLC for development of the gold mill
project at industrial site of Lysogorsky mine.
Supplement No.2 was developed and agreed with Territorial Commission for
Development of Solid Commercial Mineral for Process Engineering design for
development of the deposit with regard to ore processing at own gold mill.

2018

A report with estimation of the deposit reserves based on the 2009-2016
exploration results was prepared. According to the estimation, the total
commercial reserves of gold categories C1 and C2, taking into account the
increment, is 10,438 kg. In December 2018, the report was submitted to the State
Commission for Reserves in accordance with the license agreement.
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Specification of exploration grid at deep levels in the central part of the deposit
with regard to conversion of reserves from category С2 into category С1;

Specification of the exploration grid in the northern part of the deposit with
regard to conversion of reserves from category С2 into category С1;
Opening of ore bodies in the northern part of the deposit at underground levels
and creation of validation sections of the specification within category С2 blocks;
Exploration of flanks and deep levels in the central part of the deposit with
regard to estimation of reserves by category С2;
Specification of hydro-geological, engineering-geological and mining conditions
of the deposit in accordance with current requirements and activity ensuring
obtaining of initial data for designing of mining;
Exploration of oxidized ore reserves in the subsurface part of the deposit which
may be suitable for open-pit mining.
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Estimation of reserves of Lysogorskoye deposit was performed in 1987 by Artemovskaya
geological exploration crew. In 2018, a report with estimation of the reserves based on the results
of the 2009-2016 geological exploration was developed and submitted to the State Commission
for Reserves in December 2018.
Commercial reserves of Lysogorskoye deposit as of 1 January 2018:
Ore, thousand
Category
Gold, kg
Content, g/t
tons
С1

106

1,336

12.6

С2

1,279

9,102

7.1

Total С1+С2

1385

10,438

7.5

С1, non-commercial

43

152

3.53

The reserves which are in the national register, are assumed in accordance with the
Protocol of Territorial Reserves Committee No.359 dated 29 December 1988 and form
5-ГР for 2016.
In the cost estimates the base period is 10 years.
The total quantity of mineable reserves involved into mining during the base period
is 9.311 kg.
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The total raw materials base of Lysogorskoye deposit in addition to commercial
reserves approved by the state register and operational according to the report
with estimation of the 2018 reserves also includes proprietary estimations of
inferred Р1 and Р2 reserves, estimated by the specialists of Artemovskaya
geological exploration crew, Sibzolotorazvedka, Minex Resources JSC,
Artyomovsky Rudnik JSC and demonstrated by the current geological exploration.
Category
Commercial reserves С1
Commercial reserves С2
Total commercial reserves С1+С2
Inferred reserves Р1
Inferred reserves Р2
Total inferred reserves Р1+Р2
Total reserves and resources

Ore,
thousand
tons
106
1,279
1,385
358
2,554
2,912
4,269

Gold, kg

Content, g/t

1,336
9,102
10,438
4,370
25,542
29,912
40,350

12.6
7.1
7.5
12.2
10.0
10.3
9.4
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1500

Reserves of Lysogorskoye lode gold deposit,
thou. oz.

Reserves of Lysogorskoye lode gold deposit, %

1297,43

3.31%

961,80

1000

22.56%

Measured

1,297.43
thou. oz.

500
292,67

Inferred

74.13%

42,96

0

Measured

Indicated

Indicated

Inferred

MI&I

Reserves, thou. oz.
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Increment of reserves is planned to be achieved by additional exploration of
inferred Р1 resources located within the industrial outline and on the northwestern flank of the deposit, as well as by the inferred Р2 resources located to
the north-west of the industrial outline and at deep levels.
Resources as of 2017

Exploration

Expected results of exploration in 2018-2020

Category

Ore,
thou. t.

Average
content, g/t

Gold, kg

costs,
million
rub.

1

Р1

358

12.2

4,370

20.0

С2

100

10.0

1,000

2

Р2

2,554

10.0

25,542

47.0

С2

450

7.8

3,500

Total:

Р1+Р2

2,912

10.3

29,912

67.0

С1+С2

550

8.2

4,500

No.

Category

Ore,
thou. t.

Average
content, g/t

Gold, kg
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Acquisition of the
subsoil rights

Exploration works
and engineering
study
In 2009 a Project for additional
exploration was prepared and
obtained a positive opinion from the
state expert review.

In 26 May 2008 Minex
Resources OJSC
obtained subsoil
license КРР No.01906
БР for exploration and
mining of lode gold.
On 24 August 2017
the license was reissued to Artemovsky
Rudnik JSC
(License КРР 02951 БР
was obtained)
License valid until 31
December 2029.

In 2010, Research Institute of
Comprehensive Exploitation of
Mineral Resources of RAS performed
research and development for
creation of the most rational mining
system for the conditions of
Lysogorskoye deposit.
In 2009-2016, exploration was
performed with surface drilling in
the central and northern part of the
deposit. The exploration resulted in
gold reserves increment at 2,845 kg.
In 2016-2017, operating procedure
for ore processing was developed.In
2018, report was made with
estimation of reserves based on the
results of exploration in 2009-2016
and submitted to the State
Commission for Reserves in
December 2018.

Designing of mining
facility

In 2015, OJSC Giprotsvetmet
developed a Project for
reconstruction of Lysogorsky
mine. The project obtained a
positive opinion from
Glavgosekspertiza in 2016
and authorization from
Territorial Commission for
Development of Solid
Commercial Mineral of the
Central Siberian District. In
2016 a process procedure was
developed for ore processing.
In 2017, design of
Lysogorskaya gold mill was
started.

Construction of the
facility

In 2015-2018,
reconstruction of approach
road was performed, a
range of measures was
completed for
reconstruction of portals of
adits 52 and 53, technical
specifications were
obtained for connection to
the power grid at 2590 kW.
In 2019-2020 it is planned
to construct and
commission the mine and
the gold mill.

Mining and
processing of mineral
products
In 2021 it is planned to
achieve design capacity at
150 thousand tons of ore
per year. Revenue
generation scheme:
production – processing –
Dore bars – refinery –
ingots – sales of ingots to
the bank (the State
Depository for Precious
Metals) – receipt of
revenue for gold.

In 2010, all existing data base of geological information on Lysogorskoye deposit was
converted into digital format. According to the data of previous works as well as with
regard to the data obtained during exploration works in 2009-2010, Miramine LLC and
Wardell Armstrong performed estimation of the resources of Lysogorskoye deposit as per
JORC code. At the cut-off grade of 0.6 g/t the following results were produced:
Inferred resources – 46.3 t of gold
Indicated resources – 6.4 t of gold.
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Mining of ore at Lysogorskoye deposit of lode gold was started in 1974. Mining was
terminated in 1996 for financial reasons.

From 1979 and until termination of development the mining operations at the
deposit were conducted on the basis of design solutions stipulated by technical
project “Opening and development of Lysogorskoye deposit of Artemovsky mine of
Yeniseyzoloto association", developed by the design and engineering department of
the association.

In accordance with the project the deposit was opened with two adits No.52 and
No.53 and single-cage blind shaft No.10. Two intermediate levels were driven
between the adits vertically 60 m one after the other. In 1986, adit No.54 was driven
60 m above adit No.53.

Total scope of previously driven underground mine workings and chambers, which
can be used during subsequent operation of Lysogorskoye deposit, amounts to
87,588 m3, including the scope of main openings – 39,440 m3.
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In 2008, a commission
consisting of the
representatives of
Sibtsvetniiproekt OJSC and
Minex Resources OJSC
performed inspection of
underground and surface
facilities of Lysogorskaya mine.

In 2010 using the efforts of
Mine Rescue Brigade of
Krasnoyarsk territory, detailed
survey of mine workings of
Lysogorskaya mine was
performed.

In 2014 Mine Rescue Brigade of
Krasnoyarsk territory
performed additional survey of
the condition of mine workings
and analysis of mine
atmosphere.

As a result of performed works it was found out that preservation of main openings and
mining-preparatory workings was satisfactory, their refurbishment and bringing into
condition suitable for operation is possible without application of special machinery and
drill and blast operations. Qualitative composition of mine air in all workings including
blind ones is suitable for breathing of people. Involvement of almost all production blocks
with reserves prepared for extraction appears to be technically possible.
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Adit No. 54
Adit No. 53

Adit No. 52

Underground mine workings driven (horizontal,
vertical, inclined)

- 19.2 km

Gold mined for the period of operation

- 2,432 kg

Without driving additional openings it is possible
to mine

- 2,174 kg
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE DEPOSIT
In early 2018, during processing of geological information, specialists of the company outlined
ore bodies 27 and 32 located at an insignificant depth (20-40m) in the oxidized zone of the
deposit which have to be developed by open-pit mining. The total category C2 reserves in the
oxidized zone were 1,006.5 kg, the inferred category P1 resources – 706 kg.
In accordance with the exploration plans, core-drill wells were drilled from the services at the
section of ore bodies 27 and 32 in February-March 2019 for the purposes of increment and
specification of the existing reserves in the oxidized zone. These works will allow to transfer C2
reserves into category C1, and to gain increment thanks to P1 resources.
In September-October 2018, clearing of the wellhead part of adit No. 53 was performed and
portals of adits No. 52 and No. 53 were erected. At site of adit No. 52 site there was a guard's
house built and a container for office premises on the site.
In October 2018, samples were taken from the mine workings to refine the data to prepare the
mining and exploration plan for the first period of mine recovery and ore extraction. At the same
time, they determined locations for piles of broken rock which can be sent for processing during
recovery works.
In connection with the changed basic data connected with the taken decision about construction
of own gold mill at the industrial site of Lysogorsky mine, adjusted variants of the business plan
for construction of Lysogorsky mine have been developed, as well as the financial model and
the presentation.
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SUBSOIL AND LAND USE RIGHTS
Agreement was received and deed of title transfer to the leased forest block of Artemovsky Rudnik JSC was
made in connection with reissue of the license. The works to make an additional agreement with the Ministry of
Forestry of the Krasnoyarsk territory and registration of the deal with Rosreestr are underway.
Due to the need to create processing capacity in the territory of the industrial site of Lysogorsky mine, an
application for the right to use additional land plot for tailings storage was filed.

To receive a permit for deforestation in the territory of the future quarry (ore body 27), forest survey works are
planned to be undertaken in 2019.
DESIGN OF THE FACILITY
In 2018, agreement with Tekhgeocomplex LLC was made for development of design documents for
manufacture and construction of gravity concentration module for the ore of Lysogorskoye gold ore deposit.
In accordance with the agreement for design of the full-cycle gold mill, EMC-mining LLC started development of
the project in accordance with the developed operating procedure.
Search of a contractor for engineering survey efforts has been undertaken.
Works have been undertaken for gathering initial permit documentation for design and construction of the gold
mill and for submittal of the materials to Glavgosexpertisa.
Preparation of permits to commence recovery and development of reserves at levels 650-710 m at the site of
adit No. 53 is underway.
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1. Defence of the report with estimation of the reserves of Lysogorskoye gold ore deposit at the
State Commission for Reserves.
2. Performing preliminary design and design for the purposes of construction of Lysogorskaya
gold mill on the industrial site of the mine.

3. Registering the rights for deforestation on the site of the expected open-cut development of
ore body 27.
4. Obtaining permits for construction of a quarry at ore body 27, and for works at the site of adit
No. 53.
5. Performing advanced detailed exploration of ore body 27 and selection of the representative
process sample to perform gravity concentration tests.
6. Surveying control of the drilled exploration wells and operational estimation of reserves of ore
bodies 27 and 32.
7. Restoration of mine openings, capital mining operations and construction works for
reconstruction of the mine in accordance with the approved design documents.
8. Construction of gravity concentration module on the site of adit No. 53 for concentration of
ore mined from preproduction mining during capital mining operations and performance of
geological survey works.
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To study the process properties of ore, a series of bulk samples was taken (1976, 1991, 2015, 2016),
which were subject to testing at the Plant for Closed Cycle Beneficiation of Artemovsky mine, Central
Geological Research Institute for Nonferrous and Precious Metals, Tsentr ESTA-Geo LLC.

Study of material composition of these ores showed that the ores belong by mineral composition to
gold-sulphide formation. Gold in the ores is localized in quartz, pyrite, copper pyrite, fahl ores as well
as may occur in association with hydrous ferric oxides.
Metal content in individual samples varies from tenths to hundreds of grams per 1 t. It varies in the
blocks from 5 to 23 g/t, and is 9.9 g/t for the deposit on average.
During operation the deposit ores were processed at Artemovskaya gold mill as per the following
diagram: gravitation, bulk floatation followed with selective floatation of bulk concentrate. Produced
concentrates were sent fur subsequent pyrometallurgical processing to copper-smelting plant. Gold
extraction during beneficiation into concentrate amounted to 91-93%.
The ores of Lysogorskoye deposit along with gold have industrial content of copper (0.2%), which was
extracted concurrently at Artemovskaya gold mill.
Silver has no commercial value due to low content in ore (2.46 g/t) and can be extracted as ancillary
product.
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In 2015, using sorption cyanidation technology, the Central Geological Research Institute
for Nonferrous and Precious Metals tested individual sample of Lysogorskoye deposit.
With the gold grade in the original sample of 3.89 g/t during the process of sorption
cyanidation at grinding coarseness of 80% class -0.071 mm, the resulting recovery was
in the range from 83.03 to 85.4% that demonstrates the fact that ore is favourable for
gold extraction by sorption cyanidation.
At the same time, throughout recovery amounted to about 82%.
For specification of produced results and development of process procedure in 2016 a
representative process sample was taken with the total weight of 1,600 kg, on which
Tsentr ESTA-Geo LLC performed in 2016 entire suite of studies for examination of
material composition of ores and development of the most rational beneficiation
scheme.
As a result of these studies the most feasible beneficiation scheme was identified:
floatation with cyanidation of produced float concentrates.

The achieved level of throughout recovery to Dore bars under such scheme exceeds 89.0%.
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Process flow diagram of
Lysogorskoye deposit
I STAGE

III STAGE

I Stage – Crushing, grinding, gravitation,
floatation;
II STAGE

II Stage – Intensive cyanidation of flotation
concentrate;
III Stage – Semi-dry impounding
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Upstream
impoundment
site

V tailings = 1.13m m3
S=10.73 Ha

Site of adit 52
Solid waste
landfill

Waiting
chamber

Air conduit

Fan unit bldg.
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9000,0
8174.0
7841.0

8000,0
6975.1

7000,0
6053.5

6000,0

5209.7

5000,0

4338.0

4000,0

3451.3
2556.5

3000,0
1627.1

2000,0
721.6

1000,0

150.2

0.0

0,0
2019

Running total

0

2020

150.2

2021

2022

721.6

2023

1627.1

2024

2556.5 3451.3

2025

4338.0

2026

5209.7

2027

2028

2029

6053.5 6975.1 7841.0

2030

8174.0
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2 457.6

2 437.0

2 393.5

2500

2 366.0

2 344.5

2 305.0

2 290.0

2 231.0

2000
1 513.5

1500

1 280.4
1 185.2
964.4

1 046.2

1 092.1

1 135.4

1 166.4

1 204.2

851.2

1000

885.5
882,0

396.0

500
223.8
0

62.1

0
2019

2020

2021

2022

2023

2024

Revenue

Revenue
running total

-62.1

110.2

834.6

2263.8

3675.2

4949.1

2025

2026

2027

7277.8

8342.4

2028

2029

2030

Net cost

6158.1

9575.3

10584.9 10581.4
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Total investment required for project completion

3,230.4 (taking into account previously made investment)

For commissioning of the
quarry, mine and gold mill

2,098.6

Working capital until
income is generated

62.1

Previous investment
VAT

650,0

419,7

For launch of adit No. 53 and gravity concentration module – 224.6
For construction and launch of the quarry – 60.3
For construction of mine yard facilities – 146.3
For the mine to reach design capacity – 516.0
For construction of the gold mill – 826.3
Planning, surveying, management and other costs – 325.0
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Underground mine (capital mining
operations)
Underground mine (equipment)

210,2
91,4
5,2

143,5

193,5

Gold mill (construction and assembly)

47,3

Gold mill (equipment)
22,6
Open-cut mining site
399,3

45,7

Technological connection to electricity
networks
Boiler room
Diesel power plant

60,3

General works
Geological exploration

451,3

428,2

Design and survey, supervision,
management costs
Contingency works and costs (10%)

Total capital expenditure is 2,098.6m rub.
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Transportation and refining
1%

Hidden taxes
12%

Contractor services
4%
Other common
expenses
0%

Payroll
27%

Depreciation
15%

Repair expenses
5%
Power
6%

Materials and fuel
20%

Insurance
contributions to
extra-budgetary
funds
8%
Additional
contributions to
the Pension Fund
(in case of harmful
labor conditions)
Contributions to accident
1%
insurance fund and
health&safety
1%
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Project financing– 3,230.4 m rub.
(taking into account previously made investment)

Credit resources–
1,830.3 m rub.

Reinvestment of profits –
750.1 m rub.

Shareholders' funds–
650.0 m rub.

Lending terms:
Interest p.a. – 15%;
Loan period – 3.5 years;
Interest to be paid – 326.8 m rub.
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Indicators
No.

1

2

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

14
15

16
17
18
19

Description

Geologic reserves:
-Ore
-Gold
Commercial reserves:
-Ore
-Gold
Average gold content in commercial reserves
Time horizon
Year of achieving design capacity in terms of extraction and
processing
Ore extraction volume
Ore processing volume
Rock mass
Recovery of gold to Dore bars:
Recovery of gold during refining:
Output of gold after refining:
Throughout recovery:
Prices for metals used in calculation:
-Gold
-Gold
Assumed USD exchange rate
Capex for construction (exclusive of VAT) including:
- Underground mine
- Mine yard facilities
- Gold mill
Specific capex per 1 ton of annual production
Investments for maintenance of capacity and replenishment of
fixed assets
Working capital
VAT

Unit

At the year of achieving For the period of development
design capacity
of reserves

thous. t.
kg

1,385
10,438

thous. t.
kg
g/t
years

1,454
9,160
6.3
From 2019 till 2030

year
thous. t.
thous. t.
thous. m3
%
%
kg
%
rub/g
USD/tr.oz
RUB/USD
million rub.
million rub.
million rub.
million rub.
rub/t

150
150
50
89.0
99.94
887
88.95
2,633
1,300
63.0

2023
1,454
1,454
506
89.0
99.94
8,174
88.95
2,633
1,300
63.0
2,098.6
609.6
609.5
879.6
13,991

million rub.

353.1

million rub.
million rub.

62.1
419.7
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No.

20
21
22
23
24
25
26

27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42

Description

Total investment costs for the accounting period including
maintenance costs
Previous investments
Amount of credit resources
Credit rate
Revenue
Operating costs
- including depreciation
Costs per 1 t of ore, including:
- ore extraction
- ore processing at concentrating mill
- auxiliary transport services
- transportation and refining of gold and silver
- taxes included into net cost
Net cost of 1 g of gold
Net cost of 1 oz of gold
Gross profit
Property tax
Taxable profit
Profit tax
Net profit
EBITDA
EBIT
Discount rate
Net present value (NPV)
Profitability index (PI)
Discounted payback period for capital investments
Internal Rate of Return (IRR)
EBITDA profitability
Investment profitability

Unit

Indicators
At the year of achieving For the period of development
design capacity
of reserves

million rub.

3 230.4

million rub.
million rub.
%
million rub.
million rub.
million rub.
rub/t
rub/t
rub/t
rub/t
rub/t
rub/t
rub/g
USD/oz.
million rub.
million rub.
million rub.
million rub.
million rub.
million rub.
million rub.
%
million rub.

650.0
1 830.3
15%
21,616
11,551
1,734
7,942
4,707
1,935
129
79
940
1,413.1
698
10,519
200
9,993
2,001
7,992
12,066
10,320
13%
2,854.1
1.91
3.9
69.5%
55.8%
659.2%

years
%
%
%

2,394
964
136
6,429
3,234
1,622
79
85
698
1,065.0
526
1,411
30
1,382
276
1,105
1,526
1,382

83.4%
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3 500,0

3 201,0 3 225,1
2 953,8
2 622,5
2 500,0

226,7

396,0

2 231,0

2 305,0

2 393,5

1 383,6

882,0

1 000,0

1 513,5

914,6

957,3

1 500,0

1 878,1

2 344,5

2 457,6

2 366,0

2 288,4

2 000,0

798,5

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

74,8
-

500,0

2 290,0

2 437,0

3 000,0

2022

2023

2024

2025

2026

2027

2028

2029

2030

2019
(500,0)

2020

2021

(244,0)
(641,3)

(759,0)

(1 000,0)

CAPEX

Revenue

Discounted cash flow

Net cost

Discounted payback period of the project is 3.9 years.

6 000,0
Capex
Net cost

Net present value, RUB m.

5 000,0

4 000,0

Gold price
4 831

4 172

3 915
3 562

3 513
3 208

3 000,0

3 268

3 130

2 854

2 716

2 992

2 440

2 497

2 192

2 000,0

2 578

2 139
1 782

1 530

1 000,0

868

0,0
0,7

0,8

0,9

1,0

1,1

1,2

Project resistance to gold price variance is 57% (NPV is positive at the
price of above USD 740 per oz). The project remains viable with increase
of capital investments more than 3.1 times and growth of net cost 1.8
times.

1,3
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3 500,0
3108

3 000,0
Net present value, RUB m.

2854

2 500,0

2599
2281

2 000,0
1962
1644

1 500,0
1325

1 000,0

500,0

0,0
65,0

70,0

75,0

80,0

85,0

89,0

93,0

The project is viable with the throughout recovery factor dropping to 45%.
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4 000,0
3 500,0

3 422

Net present value, RUB m.

3 274
3 126

3 000,0
2 854
2 607

2 500,0
2 171

2 000,0
1 500,0

1 621

1 000,0
500,0
0,0
5 038,0

6 412,0

7 786,0

9 160,0

10 534,0

11 908,0

13 282,0

The project is viable with commercial reserves of above 3,600 kg
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5 000,0
4 500,0

4430

Net present value, RUB m

4 000,0

3905

3 500,0

3380

3 000,0

2854

2 500,0
2326

2 000,0
1799

1 500,0
1271

1 000,0
500,0
0,0
48,0

53,0

58,0

63,0

68,0

73,0

78,0

The project is viable with the USD exchange rate dropping to 36 RUB/$.
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•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•

•

Project strengths
Significant stock of raw materials.
Developed infrastructure of the area.
High price for marketable products.
Use of reliable, well-regarded equipment.
Skilled, professional team committed to high standards of
corporate management.
Personnel with higher education, having up-to-date
software, new technologies, having extended international
contacts with industry experts.

Project weaknesses
• Small reserves accounted by the state register.

Opportunities
Growth of product consumption market.
Opportunity for expansion of the enterprise by output of
commodity products.
Opportunity for significant increment in reserves, both in
licensed areas, and by acquisition of new facilities, and
relevant increase of enterprise capacity and production
efficiency.
Opportunity for increment in reserves at upper levels of
Lysogorskoye deposit and commissioning of additional
capacities for open-pit mining of gold.
Opportunity for training and involvement of young skilled
specialists.

Threats
• Possible changes in legislation associated with
subsoil use.
• Interruption of financing due to absence of
governmental support of investment activities and
economic crisis in Russia.
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Lysogorskoye deposit is located in the area with developed infrastructure that ensures
reduction of the investment and operating costs. Cost estimates showed high degree of
reliability and return on investments.
Taking into account the degree of exploration of reserves, performed technological
surveys, availability of opening and development workings as well as on the basis of
estimates made by the specialists based on existing experience, the facility is prepared for
commercial operation.

When completing recommended scope of exploration works the amount of increment in
reserves of category С1+С2 within licensed area and within planning horizon it is planned
at the level of at least 4,500 kg of gold. Taking into account the specified increment the
amount of reserves for estimation will be 14,938 kg of gold.

On the basis of analysis of source materials, results of performed exploration works and
Report on modelling and estimation of resources of competent person as per JORC,
performed in 2010 by Miramine LLC, it is possible to provide for open-pit mining of some
part of reserves of the deposit after performance of additional geological study.
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Today, the company is ready to sell 39.9% of shares in Artemovsky Rudnik JSC
(40,000,000 pcs.) for 350m rub. The investment will be returned by payment
of dividends starting from 2024.
60% of the gross profit but at least 500m rub. will be allocated annually for
payment of dividend. The recovery of capital investments will be ensured
within 2 years, that is, in 2024 and 2025. After that, the shareholders will be
receiving income on invested capital at about 600m rub. per year on average.
The holder of 39.9% of shares will be receiving dividend totaling to about
200m rub. per year throughout the life of mine.
The estimated life of mine taking into account the reserves increment is until
2040. Therefore, the holder of 39.9% of shares will receive more than 2.0bn
rub. as return on invested capital.
This proposal is valid until 1 September 2019.
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office 714, Leninsky ave., 119049 Moscow.
(495) 660-17-75; ext. 111 – secretary’s office;

mirpoffice@mirpoao.ru;
www.geooao.ru

Anton S. Shuklin

+7 (495) 660 -17 -75 (ext. 145);
+7 (916) 141 -46 -68

Victor V. Nikolaychuk

+7 (495) 660 -17 -75 (ext. 140);
+7 (916) 997 -74 -25
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